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Margarida Reis e Silva                 May 2020 

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

 

Marvila and Beato are two parishes in the eastern part of Lisbon where the ROCK project 

identified the intervention area for cultural heritage-led initiatives of urban regeneration. If 

historical heritage can be a driver of regeneration, this research note aims to contribute to the 

corpus of historical knowledge about this area, which hosts seemingly abandoned territories 

with remnants of the industrial age, along with other valuable built heritage, such as old 

convents and ancient palaces.  

 

While many Lisboans barely know this cultural heritage and its history, the area finally regained 

some public notoriety1, as TV cameras rolled for the presentation of the new Hub Creativo do 

Beato on the 17th of June 2016. The Hub is a start-up incubator funded by Lisbon’s municipality on 

the grounds of an old industrial complex for the military, in itself the 19th century’s transformation 

of the female convent of St. Augustine. This is not an isolated case of reuse, as the “layering” of 

built heritage is a constant feature in this area. From mid-19th century, Marvila and Beato were the 

centre of unprecedented urban transformation, with the industry rapidly booming and converting 

the landscape, before coming to a halt less than two centuries later, which eventually left the area 

in shambles. Further degradation has sprung from the hinterland, where ancient rural lands 

overlooking the Chelas2 valley became the site for massive social rehousing projects from the 

1960s onwards, creating a stigma around this territory.  

 

Against this backdrop, the ROCK project is trying to make some sense of this territory in its present 

context. Understanding social structures and heritage, looking at locally based cultural ventures, 

and how they have been operating and shedding new light on these almost invisible area of the 

city. The project equally seeks to explain the most recent transformations towards a more 

sustainable future within the seemingly inexorable pace of the gentrification of the riverfront.  

 

This Research Note is structured as follows: firstly, I will take stock of the main heritage elements 

in this area, explained in their historical background. Secondly, I will account for my role in the 

ROCK project, discussing the results of the project’s survey and describing my participation in 

“building” ROCK’s Interpretative Centre of Marvila and Beato. 

  

 
1 This renewed interest had early signs in July of 2013, when the municipality leased the deactivated Xabregas Market 
(also in Beato) to the ArCo Art School, then being driven out of the city centre by increasing rent values. (http://xabregas-
novas-instalacoes.arco.pt/, viewed July 2013.) Nonetheless, after needed renovations, the school will not open in 
Xabregas until March 2017, when the move is complete and a formal inauguration gains some notoriety in the general 
press. (https://www.publico.pt/2017/03/07/culturaipsilon/noticia/arco-inaugura-novas-instalacoes-no-antigo-
mercado-de-xabregas-em-lisboa-1764298, viewed March 2017.) The events taking place at the Beato Convent since 
1999, or the cultural dynamics of Fábrica de Braço de Prata, since 2007, must not be forgotten. However, these initiatives 
targeted specific audiences and did not ignite a new era of public notoriety for the area.  
2 The Chelas valley runs on the western edge of the ROCK territory, encompassing areas of both Marvila and Beato. 

https://hubcriativobeato.com/en/home/
https://hubcriativobeato.com/en/home/
http://xabregas-novas-instalacoes.arco.pt/
http://xabregas-novas-instalacoes.arco.pt/
https://www.publico.pt/2017/03/07/culturaipsilon/noticia/arco-inaugura-novas-instalacoes-no-antigo-mercado-de-xabregas-em-lisboa-1764298
https://www.publico.pt/2017/03/07/culturaipsilon/noticia/arco-inaugura-novas-instalacoes-no-antigo-mercado-de-xabregas-em-lisboa-1764298
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2.MARVILA AND BEATO THROUGH THE AGES 

 

A rural era 

 

From as early as the 12th century, when the kingdom of Portugal was just beginning to gain legal 

standing, it is known that the name Marvila was already used to describe a peripheral eastern 

territory, then donated by the king to the newly appointed bishop of Lisbon, who would replace 

the previous owner – “the moors’ mosques”3 –, as Christian rule entered the city. Not much 

later, the Mosteiro de Chelas (Chelas’ Monastery) was founded nearby, the third such place of 

worship to exist in the city.4  

 

 

 

  

 
3 CONSIGLIERI, Carlos et al. – Pelas freguesias de Lisboa: São João, Beato, Marvila, Santa Maria dos Olivais. Lisbon: 
CML, 1993, pp. 101-102. 
4 According to academic studies on Lisbon’s religious houses: LOURENÇO, Tiago Borges, MÉGRE, Rita and SILVA, Hélia 
– As casas religiosas de Lisboa. (http://lxconventos.cm-lisboa.pt, viewed in March 2020.) It has also been documented 
that in these grounds stood a Visigoth temple dating back from the 7th century AD: SUCENA, Eduardo – “O Vale e o 
Convento de Chelas”, Arqueologia & História (58/59), 2006/2007, pp. 167-176. Elements of the Monastery are 
classified as a National Monument since 1910.  

1 – Chelas’ Monastery 

2 – St. Francis of Xabregas 

3 – Beato’s Convent 

4 – Madre de Deus Convent 

5 – Xabregas’ Palace 

6 – Royal Palace (later Marquis of Nisa’s) 

 

7 – Duque of Lafões’ Palace 

8 – Marquis of Marialva’s Palace 

9 – Marquis of Abrantes’ Palace 

10 – Mitra’s Palace 

11 – D. Gastão Coutinho’s Palace 

12 – St. Augustine’s “Grilos” Convent 

 

  

Carta Topographica da 

Linha de Defesa da 

Cidade de Lisboa 

(Lisbon’s Defensive 

Line Chart), detail, 

1835 – first known 

map of this area. 

Gabinete de Estudos 

Olisiponenses - CML. 
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13 – St. Augustine’s “Grilas” Convent 

14 – Marvila’s Convent 

15 – Quintinha 

16 – Bettencourt’s Palace 

  

http://lxconventos.cm-lisboa.pt/
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In accounts from the 14th century, chroniclers spoke of a lost royal palace in Xabregas (in present 

day Beato, at the end of the Chelas valley), unfortunately lost in the midst of Iberian wars. But 

its place would not stay vacant for long, as the Convento de São Francisco de Xabregas (Saint 

Francis’ Convent of Xabregas) was here founded in 1455, followed by the nearby Convento de 

São João Evangelista (St. John the Evangelist’s Convent), which would later house the holly man 

Beato António and become popularly known as Convento do Beato (Beato’s Convent), and 

eventually naming the entire parish.5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Through the 16th century, the area appears to have become definitely appealing for the seclusion 

(and leisure) of the rich and powerful, as the widow Queen D. Leonor6 came to live her final years 

at Convento da Madre de Deus, which she endowed and founded in 1509, opposite St. Francis7. In 

the ensuing years, also the high-ranking nobleman Tristão da Cunha, ambassador to the Pope, will 

take possession of a neighbouring property where the family’s country residence, Palácio de 

Xabregas (Xabregas’ Palace), will soon rise.8  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By mid-16th century, the royal family, namely King João the III, will again purchase land in 

Xabregas, with the intention of building a Royal Palace right next to Madre de Deus.9 His 

 
5 The remaining features of the Beato’ Convent are classified as Building of Public Interest since 1984. 
6 Known patron of science and health care, D. Leonor was also responsible for the creation of the country’s leading social 
institution until this day, the Santa Casa da Misericórdia (“Holy House of Mercy”) in 1498. 
7 MATOS, José Sarmento de and PAULO, Jorge Ferreira – Caminho do Oriente: Guia Histórico, vol. 2. Lisbon: Livros 
Horizonte, 1999, p. 9. The Convent’s church is classified as a National Monument since 1910, and the building now houses a 
school and the Museu do Azulejo, the national tile museum 
8 Ibidem, p. 33. The Xabregas Palace is classified as a Building of Public Interest since 1993. It was inhabited by the 
original family until the 2000s (testimonies recall daily food distribution and literacy classes here given to local 
children). Since sold, the place is on lease for social events. 
9 CONSIGLIERI, Carlos et al…, 1993, p. 70. 

The Chelas’ Monastery, 2018. Photo: Ora Poix. Stone stairway at Beato’s Convent, 2019.  

Photo by the author.  

Madre de Deus Convent, drawing by Dirck Stoop, 17th c. Convent’s exterior and church, 2010. Photos by the author.  
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grandson and heir, D. Sebastião, was even the recipient of a meticulous plan for the Chelas valley 

made by the Renaissance scholar Francisco de Holanda, who encouraged the young king to finish 

and enlarge the Royal Palace (which was meant to be “the best in the country”), taking advantage 

of the valley and riverfront to create a massive hunting ground. Sebastião will even host a 

tournament before the Palace’s grounds, in the square Holanda envisioned as the “Terreiro de 

Xabregas”, in a parallel to King Manuel’s Terreiro do Paço, in downtown Lisbon, near the Palace of 

that all-powerful monarch.10 In Xabregas, Sebastião would have had his own stronghold and great 

royal square, were it not for his demise in 1578 at a battle in Northern Africa.  

  

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Through the decades of the “Iberian Union”, when the Spanish monarchs reigned over Portugal 

for lack of a Portuguese successor, aristocrats continued to build summer residences in Beato 

and Marvila. Properties that punctuate the territory at present times, like those of the nobleman 

D. Gastão Coutinho, the Duque of Lafões or the Marquises of Marialva and Abrantes, all were 

acquired around this time.11 Lisbon’s archdiocese also rented a country property in Marvila, 

where now stands the Mitra Palace, later commissioned by the city’s first Patriarch.12 

 
  

 
10 MATOS, José Sarmento de…, 1999, p. 17. 
11 Ibidem. The Lafões Palace, that until recently housed the original family, is classified as a Monument of Public Interest since 2012. 
12 The Mitra Palace is classified as a Monument of Public Interest since 2012. Many other notables kept country estates 
in the area that have since disappeared: MATOS, José Sarmento de…, 1999 or CONSIGLIERI, Carlos…, 1993, p. 70.  

Plans for the great Royal Palace of Xabregas, by 

Francisco de Holanda in his book Da Fabrica que 

Falece, 1571. 

Saint Francis’ Convent of Xabregas in a 17th century tile 

panel. At the time, the building faced South, “closing” 

the Terreiro the Xabregas on the right side.  

Lafões Palace: exterior; interior mural painting.  

Photos: DGEMN. 

 

Remnants of the Palácio dos Senhores das Ilhas 
Desertas (“Palace of the Lords of the Desert Islands”), 

descendants of D. Gastão Coutinho. Thick walls that 
used to flank the river, 2014. Photo by the author. 
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These were turbulent times for the country. In 1640, a group of aristocrats killed and imprisoned 

Spain’s representatives and proclaimed a new Portuguese dynasty with king D. João the IV. The 

first meetings of those popularly known as the “forty conspirators” were set at the Xabregas 

Palace, benefiting from its peripheral location and possibly also of convenience, as part of the 

noblemen involved (including Lisbon’s Archbishop) had their summer residences here.13 After 

the initial coup, it was also in Xabregas that the Duchess of Mântua (Spain’s vice-queen in 

Portugal) was incarcerated until leaving for exile; the location was none other than the Nisa 

Palace, built on the grounds of the Royal Palace that once was dreamt for Sebastião.14  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the second half of the 17th century, three more religious houses will be founded in this then 

rural surroundings. Two are the male and female houses of St. Augustine’s order15, built in the 

“Grilo” area and next to the old alleyway by the same name, on present day Beato; both 

 
13 Archivo do Conselho Nobiliarchico de Portugal, vol. I, Lisbon: Centro Tipográfico Colonial, 1925, pp. 81-86 and 
MATOS, José Sarmento de…, 1999. 
14 MATOS, José Sarmento de…, 1999, p. 19. 
15 The male “Grilo” Convent is classified as a Building of Public Interest since 2002. Currently, it is in use as parish 
church. The remaining building, used as an elderly home, will now be part of an affordable rent project. Its female 
counterpart is almost indiscernible after the 19th century conversion into an industrial complex for the military, the 
Manutenção Militar.  

Abrantes Palace,  

2010. 

Photo by the author.  

Remnants of 

the Marialva 

Palace, 2019. 

Photo: FSLCP. 

Mitra Palace. 

Photos: DGPC; 

DGEMN.  

Xabregas’ Palace. Exterior (2010) and interior views. 

Photos: author; thespaces.pt.  
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convents will popularly be named in connection to this location. More to the north, the Marvila 

Convent will house St. Brigid’s nuns until the 19th century16; like other religious houses, the 

Convent baked its speciality custard tarts, the Pastelinhos de Marvila.17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

In the 18th century, the Quintinha property became the riverside estate of the Marquis of Marialva, 

and the Bettencourt Palace, in the Poço do Bispo area (at present day Marvila), was refurbished 

and housed the descendants of loyal servants of D. João the IV. In 1763, however, the property 

had already been through a significant change: leased to Christian Smith, an English subject, it now 

housed a Sugar Mill.18 Even as the plant was only active for two decades, it became immortalised, 

as the Palace now stands on Rua do Açúcar (“Sugar Street”) which links the two riverside parishes, 

from outside the Beato Convent to the heart of old Marvila, Poço do Bispo.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
16 The Marvila Convent’s church, now used by the parish, is classified as a Building of Public Interest since 1948. The 
remaining edifice is in use as an elderly home. 
17 CONSIGLIERI, Carlos et al…, 1993, p. 105.  
18 CONSIGLIERI, Carlos and ABEL, Marília – O Formoso Sítio de Marvila. Lisbon: Junta de Freguesia de Marvila, 2004, p. 89. 

Grilo’s Convent. Exterior view and interior. 

Photos: Caminho do Oriente: Guia Histórico, vol. 2, 1999 and Lisboa, um Passeio a Oriente, 1993. 

Marvila’s Convent. Exterior view and interior of the church, 2016. Photos by the author. 

 

The Quintinha property. Photo: DGPC. 

Bettencourt’s Palace, 2012. 

Photos by the author. 
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Industrial times 

 

Through the 18th and early 19th centuries, a number of other manufactures are known to have 

existed in the area, like cotton printing units down the Chelas Valley, the trefilerie that to this 

day names the Azinhaga dos Alfinetes (“Pins’ Alleyway”), a glass manufacturer or a cotton plant 

set up on D. Gastão Coutinho’s properties, in the Grilo area.19  

The onset of these units hints at a new cycle for the territory – the arrival of steam-engine 

factories. By mid-19th century, at the late arrival of the Portuguese industrial revolution, national 

and foreign businessmen continued to buy and lend old palaces from some decapitalised 

aristocracy for leisure and/or to set up new factories. The available rural land was sometimes 

enough for new industries, in an area already benefiting from port facilities and (from 1856), the 

arrival of the railway. Other determining factor for change had been the 1834 extinction of all 

religious orders, that transferred hundreds of empty buildings and estates to state possession.20 
  

In 1840, the first steam-engine factory to be established in the area will be the Companhia de Fiação 

e Tecidos Lisbonense, a spinning mill whose holders rented for the purpose the centenary St. Francis’ 

Convent of Xabregas. However, after four years, the factory suffered a massive fire and eventually 

moved to the other industrial borough of Lisbon, the western Alcântara.21 One year later, it will be 

replaced by the tobacco plant Fábrica de Tabacos de Xabregas, employing at the time around 1000 

workers, and which will operate on this site until 1965.22  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
19 CUSTÓDIO, Jorge – “Reflexos da industrialização na fisionomia e vida da cidade”. In MOITA, Irisalva, coord. - O livro 
de Lisboa. Lisbon: Livros Horizonte, 1994. p. 462; A. c. b. Rosa Barreto: Arquivo Nacional Torre do Tombo (ANTT), 
Ministério do Reino 1736/1910, Colecção de Plantas, Mapas e Outros Documentos Iconográficos, doc. 98 "Planta de 
Fábrica de Chitas, situada no lugar de D. Gastão, Concelho de Olivais” and doc. 123 "Planta topográfica da Fábrica de 
estamparia e tinturaria, pertencente a Francisco da Silva Pinto, sita na Estrada de Chelas, n.º 22, freguesia de S. 
Bartolomeu de Lisboa, concelho dos Olivais". 
20 By decree of 30 May of 1834, by the new liberal monarchy, all male convents would be shut down immediately. 
Their female counterparts could remain in function, without new admissions, until the death of the last nun. SILVA, 
António Martins da – “Extinção das ordens religiosas”, in Dicionário de História Religiosa de Portugal, tomo [2], coord. 
AZEVEDO, Carlos Moreira – Lisbon: Círculo de Leitores, 2000, pp. 232-236. 
21 Building what is now LXFactory. (See: http://www.monumentos.gov.pt/Site/APP_PagesUser/SIPA.aspx?id=26069.) 
22 FOLGADO, Deolinda; CUSTÓDIO, Jorge – Caminho do Oriente: guia do património industrial. Lisbon: Livros 
Horizonte, 1999. p. 95. The building now holds a public entity and, at the church space, a theatre company. 

Changing landscapes. Saint Francis of Xabregas as a Tobacco plant. The old Convent (now facing East, after reconstruction 

due to the 1755 Earthquake), is now a factory, with its visible chimney. Right by it, the river, before the embankments, and, 

coming from the left, the steam train. Oil painting by João Pedrozo, 1859. Photo: CML/Museu de Lisboa, Palácio Pimenta. 

http://www.monumentos.gov.pt/Site/APP_PagesUser/SIPA.aspx?id=26069
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Meanwhile, the nearby Beato’s Convent was auctioned off by the State and bought by an 

industrial to house a cereal mill and other companies. From 1849, the plant will be appointed 

the commercial brand Nacional, operating in neighbouring buildings until this day.23  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

In 1857, other major unit was established in Xabregas. The Fábrica de Fiação e Tecidos de 

Xabregas was an impressive spinning mill, which employed, at its peak, around 500 workers, and 

that will also be known locally as Black’s Factory or Samaritana’s Factory. The first, on account 

of Alexander Black, one of its (English) founders, the latter, because of its proximity to one of 

the area’s old gems, the Samaritana Fountain. The fountain, depicting the biblical scene 

between Jesus and a Samaritan woman, was built in 1510 by the Madre de Deus Convent.24 It 

was set for public use in Xabregas, outside the Convent, for more than three hundred years. 

Presently, it has been safeguarded at the Museu de Lisboa – Palácio Pimenta (Lisbon’s Museum). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
23 FOLGADO, Deolinda…, 1999. p. 120. The Convent buildings, since the 1990s partly used for social events, are now 
under rehabilitation to incorporate a private condominium.  
24 MATOS, José Sarmento de,… 1999, p. 11. 

The Beato Convent’s church, featuring two industrial 
chimneys. Photo: Caminho do Oriente: guia do património 
industrial, 1999, p. 123. 
 

The Samaritana Fountain (2700 x 2280 mm).  
Photo: Conta- me Histórias, Lisboa/Helena Aguiar. 

On one of the company’s 19th century buildings 
adjacent to the Convent, the medals (proudly) won 
at international trade fairs, 2010. Photo by the author. 

 

The Samaritana Factory in 2020.  
Photo by author. 

Above, left: The Samaritana Factory in a 
1945 almanac.  
Photo: Caminho do Oriente: guia do património 
industrial, 1999, p. 80.  
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The Samaritana Factory (shut down after a fire in 1948) has left other historical structures in the area 

besides its massive fire-proof walls. The first of these elements is the Pátio do Black (“Black’s Patio”), 

the first working-class housing unit built in Lisbon’s eastern riverfront. Presently in near ruins, this Pátio 

was meant to provide lodging for the factory’s more skilled workers.  
 

As other cities going through an industrial surge, Lisbon knew at this time a significant increase in 

population. From the first Census in 1869 until 1960, the city’s population quadrupled. In the industrial 

eastern parishes, like Beato (legally established in 1790), the population grew almost nine-fold.25  
 

The Pátios had been used since Muslim rule to improvise housing inside Lisbon’s lots (or 

subdividing pre-existing manors), often resulting in very poor living condition. For that reason, 

factories like The Samaritana tried other approaches to solving the housing crisis. By 1888, the 

company had built other of its now historical units, the Vila Flamiano. The Vilas, units that will 

emerge all over Lisbon, were purposely built lower-rent solutions, with projects that repeated 

the same constructive elements to reduce cost.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Also in the Xabregas area, other units like the Vilas Dias emerged. The Vila Dias is a street-like housing 

unit built in 1888 by a private investor (Carlos Dias) to rent to local workers. Having housed up to 

three hundred families26, this Vila, built on a secluded plot (Beco dos Toucinheiros) behind the 

railroad, included at times its own stores and workshops. In early days, Dias reportedly asked for the 

installation of a police station, in order to contain a growingly combative population.27  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
25 Instituto Nacional de Estatística (INE)/Statistics Portugal – Census 1960. 
(https://censos.ine.pt/xportal/xmain?xpid=INE&xpgid=censos_historia_pt_1960 – viewed in November 2018.)  
26 Cidade/Campo: Cadernos da Habitação ao Território (Fevereiro 1978), Lisboa, Ulmeiro, (1), p. 28. 
27 FERREIRA, Paula Cristina, SANCHEZ, Paula and FIGUEIREDO Sandra -- A Freguesia do Beato na História. Lisbon: Junta 
de Freguesia do Beato, 1995, p. 82 and CONSIGLIERI, Carlos et al…, 1993, p. 76. 

Pátio do Black, 2020. In these boroughs, the 
(common) site of clusters of mailboxes hints to the 
density of past occupation. Photo by author. 

Vila Flamiano, 2010. The inner courtyard was 
always a site of neighbouring fraternisation. 
Photo by author. 

Vila Dias, 2010.  
Photo by author. 

Vila Dias, c. 1910. Photo: Alberto Carlos 
Lima – CML/Municipal Archive. 

The old alleyway under the railway 
overpass that leads to Vila Dias and 

Patio do Black, 2010. Photo by author. 
 

Photo by author. 

https://censos.ine.pt/xportal/xmain?xpid=INE&xpgid=censos_historia_pt_1960
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In 1888, the Fiação e Tecidos Oriental spinning mill was established in Xabregas.28 Next to it, 

another investor bought the old rural estate of the Leite de Sousa family. In 1900, the Portuguese 

writer and activist Angelina Vidal described the venture:  

Bought by Salgado Zenha, it was entirely demolished and, in its place, instead of planting cereal, 

he had it “sowed” with small buildings, like pigeon huts, where poor people live. It doesn’t have 

roads nor planning, but it provides good income to its proprietors.29 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With a work force of around 15 000 in the city’s eastern neighbourhoods30, this new urban 

population reshaped the territory not only by the emergence of Pátios and Vilas. In 1884, the 

Escola de Desenho Industrial Afonso Domingues was founded in Grilo, aiming to provide, to 

those who could access it, more advanced skills for industrial work.31 From the final years of the 

19th century, several political organizations secured their place in these neighbourhoods. In 

1872, the Fraternidade Operária, a workers fraternity linked to anarchists and communists32, 

held three sections in the area.33 Right next to Pátio do Black, the Cooperativa de Crédito e 

Consumo a Xabreguense, a workers’ cooperative, provided patrons with a small library, as well 

as with the possibility of buying food and obtaining credit amongst peers.34  

 
28 The company, employing at its prime around 500 workers (FOLGADO, Deolinda…, 1999. p.103), closed down in the 
1980s. In its place, a business and store centre mimics the industrial features of the demolished factory buildings. 
29 VIDAL, Angelina, Lisboa Antiga e Lisboa Moderna, 2nd ed. Lisbon: Vega, 1993, p. 267. The property became known 

at the time as Vila Zenha, and, more recently, after other of its proprietors, as Vila Maria Luísa. 
30 FOLGADO, Deolinda…, 1999. p. 19. 
31 For almost a century, the school, popularly known as “The Xabregas University”, formed generations of qualified 
workers. From 1978, it no longer provided specialised teaching. It is now abandoned in its last location, in inland 
Marvila, since 2013, with its once state-of-the art pavilions waiting demolition to build the river Tagus’ 3rd crossing. 
FOLGADO, Deolinda…, 1999. p. 58 and Arquivo da Secretaria-Geral da Educação e Ciência (http://arquivo-ec.sec-
geral.mec.pt/details?id=76424., viewed in December 2019). 
32 FREIRE, João; LOUSADA, Maria Alexandre – Roteiros da memória urbana - Lisboa: marcas deixadas por libertários 
e afins ao longo do século XX. Lisbon: Colibri, 2013. p. 23. 
33 CONSIGLIERI, Carlos et al…, 1993, p. 106. The fraternity names a street in Marvila since 1916. 
34 Local testimonies (2018-19) and also FREIRE, João…, 2013, p. 82.  

Main house at Quinta Leite de Sousa. Tile 
panelled stairway, 2018. Photo by author. 

Quinta Leite de Sousa (Vila Zenha/Vila Maria Luísa). At the centre, 
the main house/Palace; on the left, some of the vila-like houses 
built, 2012. Photo by author. 

Dated gate at Rua de Xabregas (Xabregas Street), 
only remnant of the spinning mill Fiação e 
Tecidos Oriental, 2010. Photo by author. 

http://arquivo-ec.sec-geral.mec.pt/details?id=76424
http://arquivo-ec.sec-geral.mec.pt/details?id=76424
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In coming years, many other cooperatives and also workers’ unions will operate in these 

boroughs.35 On another level, the living conditions of this new working force inspired philanthropic 

initiatives. In 1896, the Cozinha Económica (“Inexpensive Kitchen”) opened a section in Xabregas. 

This institution, founded by the Duchess of Palmela, provided meals for the working population at 

reduced prices; the Xabregas unit was knowingly the one with poorer patrons.36  
 

As the industry grew, these once rural surroundings visited mostly for countryside leisure and their 

“wholesome airs”, definitely went another way. In the Poço do Bispo area (in the present day parish 

of Marvila, legally established in 1959), national wine companies flourished. From the end of the 19th 

century, wholesalers like Abel Pereira da Fonseca, José Domingos Barreiro or Casa Santos Lima had 

their warehouses and coopers’ workshops in the area, where barrels could easily be shipped to 

national and foreign markets. In 1888, Joaquim Santos Lima asked permission to rise the company’s 

warehouse by two floors, in order to build housing for its workers, thus creating Vila Santos Lima, a 

rare example in Lisbon of such working-class housing solutions.37  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
35 See FREIRE, João…, 2013. With the Estado Novo authoritarian regime in power, all unions will be illegalized in 1933.  
36 In the heat of the Republican Revolution, on October 5 of 1910, these patrons invaded and destroyed the premises. 
About the Cozinhas Económicas see: CORDEIRO, Ricardo Alexandre Forte – Filantropia: as cozinhas económicas de 
Lisboa (1893-1911). Lisbon: ISCTE-IUL, 2012. (http://hdl.handle.net/10071/5510.)  
37 FOLGADO, Deolinda…, 1999. p. 153. The Vila, also known as Prédio (Building) Santos Lima, with 42 apartments, has been 
housing families until present day, although recently bought and undergoing negotiations for the eviction of its tenants. As for 
the other wine companies in the area, the José Domingos Barreiro block has undergoing plans for a luxury condominium; Abel 
Pereira da Fonseca and other warehouses have been rented lately to new bars, restaurants, etc., and are presently on sale. 

Original banner of the cooperative, inside the 
Cooperativa de Crédito e Consumo A 
Xabreguense, 2018.  
Photo by author. 

At the Cooperativa de Crédito e Consumo A 
Xabreguense, tile panel enumerating the 12 
virtues of Cooperativism, by Charles Gide, 2018. 
Photo by author. 

Headquarters of the Abel Pereira da Fonseca wine 
company – main façade. Designed in 1917 by the 
architect Norte Júnior, it features giant windows 
evoking wine barrels, 2010.  
Photo by the author. 

Headquarters of the Abel Pereira da Fonseca wine 
company, in Poço do Bispo (Marvila) – the rear 
façade, at the time directly above the river and the 
company’s private port, 1910.  
Photo: Mário Novais/Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian. 

http://hdl.handle.net/10071/5510
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Not far from Poço do Bispo, two other buildings testify to this day to the area’s industrial history: 

the one of Fábrica de Borracha Luso-Belga (Portuguese-Belgian Rubber Factory), established 

here in the late 19th century, and the “fortress-like” Sociedade Nacional de Fósforos, the match 

factory. The latter was part of a State granted monopoly, with just two units operating 

nationally; in 1895, it started production with a 1000 people work force.38  

 

 

 

 

  

 
38 FOLGADO, Deolinda…, 1999. p. 145. Both factories, inactive as such since the 1980s, are being rented for multiple 
purposes as modern industrial/business centres. 

Headquarters of the José Domingos Barreiro wine 
company, 2016. Photo by the author. 

The Vila Santos Lima, at Rua do Açúcar (Marvila).  
Photo: Vilas Operárias em Lisboa. Masters in Architecture, 

Lisbon: UTL-IST, 2008. 

 

Fábrica de Borracha Luso-Belga. The main building, in 
Rua do Açúcar, remade in 1940s Art Deco style.  
Photo: ©Humberto Mouco/CML-ACL. 

The match factory building, in Rua do Açúcar, 2010.  
Photo by author. 

Fábrica de Borracha Luso-Belga. Fabrication of 
rubber boots, n.d. 
Photo: Mário Novais/Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian. 

Fábrica de Borracha Luso-Belga. Old factory 
“shed” buildings, 2010. Photo by author. 
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In those days of industrial development, the Portuguese Army and armed forces also chose the 

eastern boroughs to install a significant part of their factory units. In 1897, the armed forces found, 

in the site of the old “Grilas” Convent near Xabregas, the ideal location for a long needed state-of-

the-art army bakery, assuring every part of fabrication, from cereal milling to the final product. 

The Manutenção Militar (“Military Maintenance”), ensured, over the years, the production of 

bread, cookies, canned goods, dairies, and many other goods for army rations and general armed 

forces food supply. With an array of social services for workers (and, at times, providing food to 

poorer local families) and even owing its private railway platform, it was a city within itself. 39  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

In 1898, the Portuguese State installed a new gunpowder factory in this area, the Fábrica de 

Pólvora de Chelas, employing the latest (nationally developed) scientific methods. The chosen 

venue for this Army facility were parts of the building and estate of the ancient Chelas 

Monastery, to this day used by the military.40 In the 20th century, yet another weaponry unit was 

set in the area. From 1908, the Fábrica de Material de Guerra de Braço de Prata started operating 

just outside Poço do Bispo (Marvila). With an extended electricity-run industrial park, and producing 

an assortment of arms, bombs, and other ammunition for ninety years, the factory employed up to 

2384 people in the height of production.41  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
39 FOLGADO, Deolinda…, 1999. p. 107-111; testimonies (2010-2020). Operating continuously until the 1990s, the 
Manutenção deactivated since then its southern wing, which houses the developing Hub Creativo do Beato since 
2016. The northern wing has still some residual usage.  
40 CONSIGLIERI, Carlos and ABEL, Marília…, 2004, p. 102; FOLGADO, Deolinda…, 1999. p. 65. Production ended in 1983, when 
the main building became a part of the Army Archives. It is recently underway to be transferred to municipal care.  
41 FOLGADO, Deolinda…, 1999. p. 172; CONSIGLIERI, Carlos and ABEL, Marília…, 2004, pp. 108-110; With the end of the 
Portuguese Colonial War (1961-75), the unit lost relevance and eventually closed down in 1998. In its old offices, 
there is now a (forever provisory) cultural venue named Fábrica de Braço de Prata; the remaining buildings have been 
demolished and are now the construction site of a luxury condominium by the Italian architect Renzo Piano. 

Manutenção Militar, part of the industrial complex. 
Photo: Caminho do Oriente: guia do património industrial, 
1999, p. 115.  

 

Industrial bread baking ovens at the old 
Manutenção Militar. The walls are decorated 
with 1954 painted tiles depicting the “bread 
cycle”, 2013. Photo by the author.  

 

Workers at the Braço de Prata weaponry factory. 
 Photo: Mário Novais/Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian. 
 

Office building of the Braço de Prata factory, 2012. 
 Photo: João Freire/Projecto MOSCA. 
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Other industries also were heavily present in Marvila and Beato, like spirits, as the fine liquor 

factory Fábrica Âncora, established in Xabregas at the turn of the century. With initial 

proprietors of German descent, the company and its products became a Portuguese classic.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Cork transformation was also a common activity in the area42, present at the Fábrica Seixas, 

started in 1909 in the premises and farm estate of the historical Mitra Palace.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The history of Marvila and Beato’s industrial past would not be complete without the mention 

of the chemical giant Sociedade Nacional de Sabões (SNS), started at the Estrada de Marvila 

(“Marvila’s Road”) in 1919. An industrial complex of its own (also benefiting from the proximity 

of the train, with its private platform), the SNS produced soaps, detergents, fertilizers and oils, 

and employed hundreds of workers with above average wages.43  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
42 Jorge Custódio counted 12 operating cork factories: CUSTÓDIO, Jorge.., 1993, p. 471 e 489; see also CONSIGLIERI, Carlos and 
ABEL, Marília…, 2004, pp. 33-35. During the Estado Novo dictatorship, the Mitra property housed an asylum for the poor and 
forceful detention of marginalized people. The Palace housed Lisbon’s Museum and a library from the 1950s to the 1970s. Now, 
the whole property is being rehabilitated by the municipality to create a hub for social ventures.  
43 Testimonies (2010-2020) and FOLGADO, Deolinda…, 1999. pp.131-135. Liquidated in the 1990s, the entire complex 
was demolished and now a vast deserted boulevard awaits decisions on the river Tagus’ 3rd crossing.  

Fábrica Âncora: label and poster. 
 Photos: olderdreams 
 

Next to the Mitra Palace, an unfinished building of the 
Fábrica Seixas (cork factory), 1945.  
Photo: Mário Tavares Chicó – CML/Municipal Archive. 

Old pavilions of the Fábrica Seixas, built at the 
Mitra farm, 2010. 
Photo by author. 

Workers at the Sociedade Nacional 
de Sabões factory. Soaps named 
“Marvila”, “Beato” and “Sonasol” 
(acronym for the company’s 
name), produced at SNS. 
Photo: Mário Novais/Fundação 
Calouste Gulbenkian. 
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After its total demolition, the Sociedade Nacional de Sabões left behind another of the area’s 

ex-libris, unfortunately endangered today as material heritage. The cast iron architecture of this 

small tower, locally named Torrinha or Mirante, is the remnant of Quinta do Brito (Brito’s Farm). 

This property, bought by the soap company to extend production, is an example of the later 

leisurely properties established locally, now owned by the industrial age’s rich businessmen. 

Other of such properties will be the neighbouring Quinta das Pintoras, an exquisite country 

dwelling built originally by the bank-owning Burnay family.44  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

In the growing industrial years of the 20th century, workers continued to flock to Marvila and Beato, 

where the working-class housing continued to spread. While some of this settings cannot accurately 

be dated, it is estimated that, by this time, places like (popularly named) Pátio Beirão and Pátio do 

Colégio and also Pátio da Quintinha were already in use. These were no less than the old Bettencourt 

estate, the late Palace of the Marquis of Abrantes and the Quintinha farm house, now subdivided 

and rented to working families. 

 

 

  

 

  

 
44 For most part of the 20th century, the estate has been in the Chatelanaz family, which, according to various 
testimonies (2010-2019), created a school for local children during the 1940s, and was also a patron of local 
associations. The property is still inhabited, but also hired for social events (http://www.quintadaspintoras.com/, 
viewed in December 2019.)  

Pintoras farm. Outside 
views and patio. 
Photos: (above) DGEMN; 
(below) 
quintadaspintoras.com.  
 

Tower of the old Brito Farm, 2010. 
Photo by the author. 
 

Pátio Beirão. On the back façade of 
the old Bettencourt Palace, the 
new use was evident, 1967. 
Photo: Vasco Gouveia de Figueiredo, 
CML/Municipal Archive. 
 

Pátio do Colégio, the new life of the 
Abrantes Palace, 1966. 
Photo: Augusto de Jesus Fernandes, 
CML/Municipal Archive. 
 

Pátio da Quintinha, 2019. 
Photo by the author. 
 

http://www.quintadaspintoras.com/
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Many other buildings underwent the same fate, with inner yards being turned into Pátios all 

over these boroughs, like Pátio Marialva, Pátio Silvestre, Pátio do Coelho or Pátio da Liberdade, 

among many many others. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

For later arrivals, the densification of existing buildings was not available, leaving them the next 

possible option. From mid 1950s (and having disappeared only in the 1990s), the area, like 

others throughout Greater Lisbon, knew another harsh reality: clandestine housing. Not far from 

the palace of the Marquis of Abrantes now stood the Bairro Chinês, an ever-growing shanty 

town, with its own stores and small workshops, but generally made up of poorly constructed 

cottages – an immense precarious borough. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not only buildings 

 

These were difficult times for many, arriving from the countryside with not much promise than 

a hard-working life in the city. In a neighbourhood mainly occupied by low rent families for 

almost a century, some elements were a familiar sight. Public showers and washing-rooms, for 

instance, were a common feature, as most houses did not have running water, well into the 20th 

century.45 The municipality provided the population with at least three of these units, with only 

one of them being active nowadays. Public fountains continued were also determinant for 

providing better quality of life to those who lived here. For some living in Marvila and Beato, 

getting water was a much needed yet rather demanding daily chore.46 Once (unfortunately) the 

 
45 Testimonies (2010-2020) and local author FURTADO, Mário – Do Antigo Sítio de Xabregas. Lisboa: Vega, 1997, p. 112. 
46 Testimonies (2010-2020); FURTADO, Mário…, 1997, p. 112. 

Pátio do Coelho, 2019. 
Photo by the author. 
 

Pátio Marialva, 2018. 
Photo by the author. 
 

Pátio da Liberdade, 2019. 
Photo by the author. 
 

Bairro Chinês, c. 1960. 
Photo: PRODAC: Comunidade em Construção. Lisbon: 
SCML, 2015.  
 

Bairro Chinês, c. 1960. 
Photo: PRODAC: Comunidade em Construção. Lisbon: 
SCML, 2015.  
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centre of everyday life, most of these fountains are now abandoned (with the known exception 

of one), and stand in very poor condition in these old neighbourhoods. 

Soup kitchens were also a part of this quarters’ history. Old residents remember being in line to 

pick up their soup and bread, and of having hen at Christmas, thanks to these (private or state) 

social endeavours. After the 19th century Cozinha Económica, these boroughs knew another two 

units of the kind, installed by 20th century republican rule, and popularly named after the then 

president Sidónio Pais as Sopa do Sidónio (“Sidónio’s Soup”). There was one in Xabregas (Beato) 

and a second unit next to the Marvila Convent.47  

 

Another social aide institution was the Lactarium, with posts at the Xabregas’ soup kitchen and 

other near the Beato Convent; a place where local women could benefit from natal care and/or 

pick up milk for their children, at a symbolic fee.48 As many of this relevant places in the 

community’s history, the small building of Beato’s Lactarium now stands abandoned at its place, 

in Alameda do Beato.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Amongst brighter memories, residents recall shindigs at local collectives; an important place for 

socializing, with their ballrooms and popular marches. From the end of the 19th century and all 

throughout the next, places like Sociedade Musical União do Beato, Sociedade Musical 3 de Agosto (in 

Marvila, alongside the Pátio do Colégio at the old Abrantes Palace), or the disappeared Tuna Chelense, 

at the Chelas valley, were all central to community life, both for leisure and for their various communal 

 
47 Testimonies (2010-2020) and CONSIGLIERI, Carlos and ABEL, Marília…, 2004, p. 35. 
48 Testimonies (2010-2020) CONSIGLIERI, Carlos and ABEL, Marília…, 2004, p. 20. 

Public washing-room in Beato, c. 1960. 
Photo: Vasco Gouveia de Figueiredo, 
CML/Municipal Archive. 
 

Public fountain at Vila Dias, 1954. 
Photo: Fernando Martinez Pozal, 
CML/Municipal Archive. 
 

Abandoned public fountain 
in Marvila, 2010. 
Photo by the author. 
 

Building in Xabregas where Sopa do Sidónio 
and the lactarium were located, 2019. 
Photo by the author. 
 

Alameda do Beato. At the center, the small 
forgotten building of the lactarium. 
Photo: DGEMN. 
 

Tile panel in the small 
lactarium near the Beato 
Convent, 2010. 
Photo: lisboasos. 
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assistance efforts.49 Sports, and specially football, were high on the fond memories list, in an area 

where the local club, Oriental, born amongst industry workers, is to this day fighting for survival. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Leisurely times had also an unforeseen scenario, a near presence for all of the area’s inhabitants, 

and that, from the 1950s, became more and more distant. From the times convents and palaces 

had their own anchorages by the front gate, to the embankments which enhanced port activity 

(but also pushed the waters far away), there was always the Tagus river nearby. Children would 

bathe in its “transparent waters”, women with enjoy refreshing walks after leaving the factory, 

families would flock there on summer nights to escape the heat of their confined houses. The 

river brought work and more steel barriers, but was also the locally cherished last sliver of 

nature, for all to enjoy.50  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
49 According to testimonies, these provided some with affordable access to shower facilities, a shared telephone or television, 
as well as schools for local children, or literacy classes for adults. See also CONSIGLIERI, Carlos and ABEL, Marília…, 2004, p. 34.  
50 Testimonies (2010-2020) See also local authors PINHÃO, Carlos – Fantasia Lispoeta. Amadora: NAOrion, n.d., p. 10 
or FURTADO, Mário…, 1997, p. 145 and FOLGADO, Deolinda…, 1999, p. 17. 

Sociedade Musical 3 de Agosto. Courtyard used 
for training of the annual popular march, 2019. 
Photo by the author. 
 

The team of the match factory’s football club, 
one of the three to join and form Oriental.  
Photo: Clube Desportivo Oriental.  
 

Local family at the 
“Xabregas Beach”, 
1942. 
Photo: Do Antigo 
Sítio de Xabregas. 
Lisboa: Vega, 1997. 
 

Poço do Bispo’s dock. Women unloading salt. 
Photo: Artur João Goulart, CML/Municipal 
Archive. 
 

Shared spaces. Children bathing at 
Poço do Bispo’s dock, in front of 
Abel Pereira da Fonseca. c. 1980. 
Photo: unknown author. 
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In the 1980s, economic reconfiguration brought change to the country’s means of production, 

ending the Portuguese industrial era. With tertiary sectors gaining ground, factories closed and 

many warehouses became obsolete (the end of the African colonies seemed to have limited 

wine exports as well). In the older riverside boroughs of Marvila and Beato, residents and 

workers lost their livelihood, and newer generations went elsewhere to find work. For the next 

30 years, Marvila and Beato, having lost their two-century old industrial identity, gained nothing 

in return. Urban degradation was evident and ever-present, with old convents and aristocratic 

houses apparently going unnoticed among old factory rubble. On the hinterland, social housing 

projects started emerging in the 1960s, the first ones directed at local shanty town residents. 

Construction of these units continued in the eastern boroughs for the next decades, and the 

distance to the city centre seems to just have been growing bigger over the years. 

 

 

3.THE ROCK PROJECT 

 

Before my participation in the ROCK Project  

 

In 2010, personal curiosity about this mostly unknown part of Lisbon led me to produce a 

masters’ thesis on working-class housing in Marvila and Beato. With this intention, I started by 

researching the urban development of the area (especially from c. 1850 to c. 1950), and the 

industries employing residents of the housing units in study.  

 

In the process, I researched the archives of the two municipal agencies that had attempted 

rehabilitation projects in the area, namely DRUPV (Divisão de Reabilitação Urbana dos Pátios e 

Vilas – an already extinct municipal agency, created to handle the rehabilitation of working-class 

housing) and SRU – Sociedade de Reabilitação Urbana Oriental (a municipal-funded company 

which, from 2006 to 2008, intended to rehabilitate Lisbon’s eastern neighborhoods, to no 

success). However, the lack of historical background in these projects was evident. DRUPV 

effectively evaluated the housing units (with some errors in the attribution of dates, however51), 

but failed to consider in its planning any historical contextualization of the surrounding area or 

of the industries operating in the past. As for SRU Oriental, the agency started operating without 

having any previous knowledge of the area’s history, never employed historians, and eventually 

commissioned an external historical report. This report was never completed nor delivered, 

after two years of SRU’s activity in Marvila and Beato.  

 

In addition, I conducted exploratory interviews with older local residents, which allowed me to 

better understand local history. Oral History further helped me re-orientate some research 

questions and conveyed new facts about tangible and intangible heritage.  

 

From 2016 onwards, massive changes were visible in the area’s riverside, with new restaurants, 

co-working venues, craft breweries, (more) art galleries and new workshops, as well as a growing 

number of events in old warehouses, mostly directed at young-adult-urban publics. Media 

 
51 SILVA, Margarida Reis e – Pátios e Vilas da Zona Ribeirinha Oriental: Materialidade, memória e recuperação urbana. 
Lisbon: ISCTE-IUL, 2013, pp. 122-123 (http://hdl.handle.net/10071/6967). 

http://hdl.handle.net/10071/6967
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articles called the area the new “coolest neighbourhoods” of Lisbon52, as news about luxury 

condominiums were equally publicly debated, as some windows were bricked and some 

evictions apparent. In the inland territories of both parishes, not much seemed different since 

the 1990s, when the Portuguese film Zona J (directed by Leonel Vieira in 1998), showed one of 

the social housing projects over the Chelas valley, conveying the message that Chelas was a place 

of loving, hardworking people, but also of gang violence and crime.  

 

 

ROCK Lisbon’s Survey 

 

While the relevance of the historical buildings in Belém (for many years, the most visited in the 

country), or of the 18th century quarters in Lisbon’s downtown – Baixa – are generally 

acknowledged, little is known about this part of the city. Likewise, whereas quaint working-class 

housing units in central neighbourhoods like Graça have undergone comprehensive 

rehabilitation actions, which secured their place in the city’s history and hearts, this was not the 

case in Marvila and Beato. 

 

The survey conducted by the ROCK Lisbon team at the Instituto de Ciências Sociais53 helps 

disentangle relevant issues about the cultural heritage in the area. The survey was conducted 

with a sample of 368 residents, from May to August of 2019 in the ROCK intervention area, which 

covers several boroughs of the Marvila and Beato parishes: Rua de Marvila, Vilas and Pátios at 

Beco dos Toucinheiros, Poço do Bispo and Rua do Açúcar, and lastly Xabregas and Rua do Beato, 

all on the older riverside boroughs; but also Bairro do Marquês de Abrantes, Bairro dos Alfinetes, 

Ex-Cooperativas (Avenida Paulo VI), Bairro da Quinta do Chalé and Bairro da PRODAC-SUL, these 

being more recent areas of the two parishes.  

 

The distribution of levels of education shows a significant number (47%) in the “none” and “1st cycle” 

brackets, and only 4,6% as having higher education, a demonstration of the area’s still generally 

underprivileged population. The number of students is also low, with just 1,9% in total, and the 

unemployed high, in 12,5%. The numbers for self-reported monthly income corroborate that, with 

a minority (15,1%) over 800€ and 42,8% below 500€. As for connection of the subjects to the 

neighbourhood and the city, the majority (58,3%) are native Lisboans, although less than a third of 

the sample (29%) were born in the area in study.  

 

On the questions about Cultural Heritage, the low educational level was seen to be correlated 

to a great majority of the sample (76%) just referring tangible heritage or even not knowing what 

to respond.  

 

 
52 See Timeout, “De Xabregas ao Beato. Não há petróleo, mas há sítios cheios de pinta”: 
https://www.timeout.pt/lisboa/pt/coisas-para-fazer/de-xabregas-ao-beato-nao-ha-petroleo-mas-ha-sitios-cheios-de-
pinta?page_number=2&zone_id=1439935 and “How to disappear completely in Lisbon” 
https://www.timeout.com/lisbon/things-to-do/how-to-disappear-completely-in-lisbon (seen December 2017); or Iberismos 
“Marvila, O Novo ‘Soho’ De Lisboa” http://iberismos.com/marvila-o-novo-soho-de-lisboa/?lang=pt-pt, seen March 2018.  
53 Correia, Rita et al., ROCK Lisbon Survey: Statistical Report 2020. Lisbon: ICS-UL, 2020. 
(https://lisboa.rockproject.eu/rock-lisbon-survey-statistical-report/) 

https://www.timeout.pt/lisboa/pt/coisas-para-fazer/de-xabregas-ao-beato-nao-ha-petroleo-mas-ha-sitios-cheios-de-pinta?page_number=2&zone_id=1439935
https://www.timeout.pt/lisboa/pt/coisas-para-fazer/de-xabregas-ao-beato-nao-ha-petroleo-mas-ha-sitios-cheios-de-pinta?page_number=2&zone_id=1439935
https://www.timeout.com/lisbon/things-to-do/how-to-disappear-completely-in-lisbon
http://iberismos.com/marvila-o-novo-soho-de-lisboa/?lang=pt-pt
https://lisboa.rockproject.eu/rock-lisbon-survey-statistical-report/
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As for the locally identified assets, “Churches and convents” were chosen by 27,5% of the 

respondents, followed by “Farms and Palaces” (26,8%). In light of this area’s early centuries, 

these answers come as assurance that locals value some of the elements present. As for third 

“place”, “Associations and Cultural Spaces” (15,5%), part of a more recent history, it may in some 

sense be the involuntary sign of the valorisation of local traditions and common history, even as 

the concept of the intangible is not yet present.  

Nonetheless, this was an area whose history, as hinted before, was intimately linked to the city 

and the country’s industry, on par with western Alcântara/Belém for a time, but even becoming 

the lead from the 1930s onwards, when monuments in Belém became more valued, and the 

then Urban Plan for Lisbon appointed the Eastern riverside as leading industrial grounds (which 

eventually went beyond Marvila and continued further east). In the answers chosen, “Industrial 

factories and warehouses” collected only 7,8% of answers about local heritage, which may 

indicate a general disregard for this type of heritage and a favourable look upon what is more 

ancient54, which can possibly account for the valuation given to “Alleyways and old paths” (9,4%), 

also over that of industrial buildings. As alleyways testify to the old territorial divides between 

farms, and are therefore one of these boroughs’ heritage, that can only be seen as positive. But 

perhaps the explanation for the disregard of the industrial may be found in later answers.  

 

When looking at how industrial buildings are seen, “Factory building degradation” is named in 

second place as creators of urban voids, and 145 interviewees (39,4%) chose “Factory and 

industry degradation” as the third more evident transformation taking place (which apparently 

is not seen as relevant to their protection…). Further in the survey, however, when choosing 

intangible heritage of a given list, 20,7% of participants selected “Legacy of old industries”, which 

seems contradictory of the tangible heritage choices. The assumption can be that, adding to the 

overall degradation of old factory buildings, and a possible disregard for their seemingly 

“utilitarian” architecture, the industrial past is not seen as much about the “tangible” work 

places, but more about the workers, as a set of local memories and collective history.  

 

On another note, the current relationship between residents and the river appears to be one of 

distance, now not only in the physical sense brought by the successive embankments, as “Port 

activities” represented just 1,6% of total answers relating to local heritage.  

  

Access to the chosen material heritage was also an interesting discussion, as participants 

accurately identified difficulties in accessing farms and palaces, which are seen as relevant, but 

are mostly abandoned or not accessible to visit. The same, however, is true for religious 

buildings, in spite of that apparently not being the general perception registered. In fact, apart 

from parish churches, the area’s old convent houses are mostly closed to the general public.  

 

As for the intangible (and apart from the already referred “Legacy of old industries”), “Personal 

and collective stories and memories” constitute the first selected answer (51,9%), followed by 

“Religious traditions” (34,8%) and “Traditions related to agriculture and livestock (21,5%). 

Religious traditions, nonetheless, are seen as generally more easily accessible (76,4%), with 

memories being seen just by 44,7% of respondents as easy to access.  

 
54 Unfortunately, the pátios and vilas for working-class housing were not anticipated answers; however, seeing what 
little these arise on the open answers, that would possibly not be significant. 
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As for urban changes, local residents identify “Increase of rents and house prices” (45,4%) and 

“Vacant houses” (42,9%) as the main changes occurring in the area, confirming latest 

observation.  

 

On the subject of urban voids, the older boroughs of Rua de Marvila (17,8%) and Xabregas/ Rua 

do Beato (17,6%) are on top of the perceived list, echoing the urban degradation still present in 

the riverside areas. The perception about urban voids on social housing projects like Alfinetes 

(15,9%) and Marquês de Abrantes (13,3%) seem to speak to the lack of urban integration of both 

neighbourhoods, which contrasts with the low ratings of more consolidated settlements, like 

PRODAC-SUL or Quinta do Chalé.  
 

Lastly, the perception of relevance of the Marvila Library (4,38 in 5), and of participatory projects 

– 77% as relevant or very relevant – seem a good omen for the next ROCK initiative to discuss, 

the future Interpretative Centre of Marvila and Beato.  
 

 

Optimisation of cultural heritage: the creation of the Interpretative Centre of Marvila and Beato 
 

My participation in the project has essentially aimed to contribute to the creation of the 

Interpretative Centre of Marvila and Beato. What follows describes the various tasks performed. 
 

General meetings 

 

The Interpretative Centre of Marvila and Beato, to be installed in 2020 at the Marvila Library, is 

an initiative of Lisbon’s ROCK Project, joining both local partners, the municipality, Câmara 

Municipal de Lisboa, and Instituto de Ciências Sociais (ICS-IUL), the Institute for Social Sciences 

of the University of Lisbon.  
  

The Centre intends to become the venue where the shared rich (material or immaterial) heritage 

of these territories can be displayed and learned. The Centre will be constituted by a static 

Timeline depicting the key dates for the history and development of these boroughs (complete 

with a tablet that runs over it, detailing information), and also of an Interactive Table, displaying 

a map of both parishes, over which a myriad of bullet-points will mark the spot of the main 

heritage elements. For each point, there will be written information, as well as photographic 

contents; an assortment of short films about tangible and intangible elements of the area’s 

heritage will also complement these markings. 
 

From its beginning, the theoretical framework of the Centre has been that of Social Museology, 

especially valuing social environment, and regarding itself as a collective project, a co-creation 

between outside experts and the community. These participants are together building a 

Participatory Inventory to be feature as the Centre’s contents, with “residents partak[ing] in the 

task of identifying and documenting the area’s cultural resources”, as explained by the Centre’s 
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coordinator.55 As for the institutional team, with background knowledge of the area’s social and 

historic context, they will have to evaluate individual interpretations and memories within the 

social context they have been created in, effectively “identifying their polysemy”56. 
 

The Centre’s contents are therefore being created in a group setting, namely its “Installation 

Committee”, a multidisciplinary team. The team includes municipal personnel, namely 

historians, sociologists, and also invitees, like the team at Marvila’s Library in charge of a 

memorialistic project going on with local residents since 2017.57 From the ICS-UL team, members 

ranged from sociologists, an architect, a geographer, or an urban history researcher. The group 

includes five local residents, living in various neighbourhoods of Marvila an Beato for the last 

decades. Local entities are represented, like the parish administrations of Marvila and Beato, 

and also GEBALIS, the municipal entity in charge of social housing, or the Santa Casa da 

Misericórdia de Lisboa, which manages social response in Lisbon. There is also a representative 

of Casa do Concelho de Castro Daire (Regional House of the Castro Daire County), one of the 

four regional houses situated in the area, associations which represent and aggregate migrant 

rural communities in Lisbon since early 20th century. 
 

The Installation Committee met on a weekly basis from April 2019. From the early working 

sessions emerged a significant change in the Centre’s history: intended originally as Marvila’s 

Interpretative Centre, it became clear among the group that, for residents, the neighbouring 

parish of Beato would be indivisible from Marvila in their urban development. Hence, the Centre 

evolved to its final form, as expressed in the following:  

Those present concur that the Interpretative Centre must include the area […] of Beato, as, for the residents 

of these areas, the administrative boundaries are not in tune with the experiences and practices of the past, 

when the riverfront was […] a continuous territory. Therefore, it is proposed that the Centre converts into 

Marvila and Beato’s Interpretative Centre. With this proposition in mind, the municipality’s team will 

superiorly evaluate the possibility.58  
  
This early deliberation by the residents, since then incorporated in the Centre, changed and 

expanded the scope of this initiative, and came as a confirmation of the known historical path. 

Both parishes have been merged in the past and suffered changes through the centuries. Beato 

has been a parish since the 18th century, but its borders with neighbouring territories moved 

over time, even incorporating what is now Marvila, with legal existence merely since 1959. 

Adding to these changes in administrative barriers, the whole urban development of both areas 

seems to be indistinctive and even inseparable. As described earlier, the progression of these 

territories (from rural outskirts to industrial grounds, later decrepitude and present rebirth) has 

been made almost hand in hand – and the same would not be true for other neighbouring 

parishes, like Olivais or São João/Penha de França.  
 

 
55 Aníbal, Alexandra – Relatório de Atividades: Centro Interpretativo de Marvila e Beato 2019, Lisbon: CML/DMC, April 
2020, p. 2-3 [Personal translation]. This will be, as seen before regarding ROCK’s Survey, thoroughly in line with local 
assessment of the relevance of participatory projects. 
56 Giddens, A. – The Constitution of Society. Outline of the Theory of Structuration. Cambridge: Polity (publisher), 1984, 
as cited by Aníbal, Alexandra – op. cit. [Personal translation.] 
57 Vidas e Memórias de Bairro (“Neighbourhood’s Lives and Memories”): http://blx.cm-lisboa.pt/gca/?id=1494. 
58 Ata-Memorando da 2.ª Reunião da Comissão Organizadora do Centro Interpretativo de Marvila  [Transcript-
Memorandum of the 2nd Meeting of the Installation Committee of Marvila’s Interpretative Centre], 23 April, Marvila’s 
Library – Lisbon, p. 2. [Personal Translation.] 

http://blx.cm-lisboa.pt/gca/?id=1494
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Meetings of the entire Committee have also proven fruitful for the expansion of knowledge 

about newer neighbourhoods in the area, which represent local urban development from the 

1950s onwards. Quinta do Chalé or PRODAC (the self-built neighbourhood on the hinterland), 

both rehoused, through their own particular processes, populations in poor living condition from 

Bairro Chinês and other shanty towns of the Chelas valley. At Amendoeiras, the (apparently) 

popularly-led house occupations after the 25th of April’s Revolution may lead to new research 

and findings. The overall opportunity to discuss this area among residents and those who have 

been working there has proven very valuable for future work.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Installation Committee was divided by working areas, according to the participants’ 

knowledge of the territory. Each of the groups became responsible for an area within Marvila 

and Beato, and were assigned specific tasks.  
 

Interpretative Centre’s contents: interviews with local residents/workers 

One of the tasks assigned to each of the groups was proposing names to be interviewed about 

local heritage. Between 6 and 22 November 2019, 28 interviews (with 35 to 60 minutes each) 

were professionally recorded by the Videoteca/Arquivo Municipal team.59  

 

The chance to participate in part of the planning and making of these interviews proved a very 

important asset to ongoing research. Not only concerning the (six) people appointed by Group 

1 (Historic Marvila and Beato/Historic Chelas valley), but also participating in some of the others. 

In initial works, the use of Oral History had proven its ability to bring new dimension to the study 

of urban spaces (that become urban communities), proposing new connections, bringing the 

intangible to light. This was the case once more, multiplied by the many “knowledges” and 

experiences present in the Installation Committee. Many accounts present in the initial pages of 

these notes were consolidated in the process of this interviews. Moreover, nine years of study 

about life in Marvila and Beato proved also valuable in this instance, as a closer knowledge of 

the historical and local contextualization of some testimonials allowed for more fruitful 

exchanges.  

 

 

 

 

 
59 Alexandra Aníbal and Paula Mourão recorded other 7 interviews of interest, with the Centre’s equipment. 

Two meetings of the 
Installation Committee of 
the Interpretative Centre 
of Marvila and Beato (July 
2019 and January 2020).  
Photos: Interpretative Centre 
of Marvila and Beato. 
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Interpretative Centre’s contents: participation in Group 1 

 

The participation in Group 1: Historic Marvila and Beato/Historic Chelas valley (Beato), has 

proven to be a relevant opportunity in the ongoing task of understanding this territory. The 

group also includes Rosa Barreto, an historian from the Marvila Library, with past research on 

local history; António Miranda, former director of Lisbon’s Museum with past research on the 

area’s convents and country estates and José Fonseca de Sousa, a local resident whose parents 

worked in local factories, has lived in Beato or Marvila since the 1940s and has had relevant 

participation in most local associations. 
 

Apart from the interviewees, Group 1 was asked to enumerate, map and describe all relevant 

heritage (material and immaterial) connected to its assigned area, thus creating its Participatory 

Inventory. From that heritage list, around one hundred elements in total, plus the list collected 

by the other groups – c. thirty elements – emerged the points for the Centre’s Interactive Table 

and the buildings/events to consider for the Timeline.  
 

As it is responsible for the older urban areas, and therefore for all entries in the Timeline from 

the 7th century AD to 1950, Group 1 is also in charge of outlining the Centre’s Timeline. This 

process of finding the accurate dates related to the area’s heritage has also been determinant 

in bringing new perspective to the ongoing research, resulting in the initial segment “Marvila 

and Beato through the ages”, now having an even finer look of the chronological progression of 

these boroughs.  
  

Interviews for the Interpretative Centre. In some cases, the participants donated relevant new elements to the 
Centre. Photos: Interpretative Centre of Marvila and Beato. 
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Group 1 was given charts with heritage elements of the area, as constant in the Municipal 

Heritage Inventory, to validate and complete, considering also non-existent material and 

immaterial heritage. For that, the group decided to do field work together, revisiting the 

territory in order to complete the municipal chart, but also to choose the most relevant 

elements in its area in in situ discussions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the months since joining the ROCK team and the Interpretative Centre, the group went on 

seven of those visits, encompassing almost all the area assigned.60 In some cases, field work was 

conducted on outside spaces in the territory, on other occasions the group visited the inside of 

buildings or other heritage considered. That was the case of the Beato Convent, now under 

rehabilitation, in a rare visit requested for the group by the municipality; also the Oriental 

football club, the Abrantes Palace (now Pátio do Colégio), Pátio do Coelho, Pátio da Quintinha 

and Pátio do Monteiro were visited on the inside, then benefiting from the access easily granted 

to the local resident José Fonseca de Sousa, part of Group 1. In retrospective, the enrichment of 

current research brought by these visits came from this relevant multiplication of means of 

access. The opportunity of, along the way, in places that brought about facts and memories, 

cross-referencing information about the area amid the different approaches within the group, 

proved also rather valuable.  

  

 

From this visits, an adjacent element came about, in a newly uncovered cul-de-sac around the 

Beato Convent. While building a future parking lot, an old forgotten pilgrimage site emerged. 

Integrated in the Interpretative Centre’s implementation efforts, Group 1 will make a legal 

request for the inventory of this long lost local heritage. (See annex.)  

 

 

FINAL NOTES 

 

From the first pages of this essay, it intended to reflect the research process undertaken to this 

date and specially while participating in Lisbon’s ROCK Project. Adding to the scientific progress 

achieved and the chance to know initiatives thought over in a wider (European) scale, it has been 

 
60 With restrictions brought by the COVID 19 outbreak, the last visit, to the Chelas valley, has now been postponed.  

Interpretative Centre – visits with Group 1, 2019. Photos by the author. 
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a relevant opportunity collaborating with local agencies that are working directly in the 

territories in study, closer than from usual academic grounds.  

 

With a mostly low income population with reduced acquaintance with terms like heritage, 

Marvila and Beato hold a rich material and immaterial heritage that themselves and the entire 

city must finally begin to acknowledge.  

 

We trust that the Interpretative Centre of Marvila and Beato will be a much fitting element for 

this Project to give back to the area in study. For its locally based process, validating knowledge, 

and for the belief that the beginning of valuation, local or wider, must start with knowing what 

we possess.  

 

Moreover, in tune with local valuation, the Centre will feature personal and collective memories, 

as well as meaningful local legacies, collected through participatory processes. May it 

henceforward constitute a means of access to this intangible heritage, until now seen as less 

easily available. On another hopeful note, it is to be hoped that more knowledge and familiarity 

with all local heritage (like the valued palaces), can be a route to demanding more accessibility 

and care to those material elements, some almost entirely gone.  

 

With the opening of the Interpretative Centre, may Lisbon finally learn to go East, growing a bit 

outside its customary borders and enjoying the new learnings and discovery within itself. As for 

the inhabitants of Marvila and Beato, let this be their project too, to be cherished and challenged 

and continuously improved, as it is directed at them, local residents, those who should be the 

first to know and value their own History and stories.  
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ANNEX  

 

Inventory/classification of the Embrechados  

 

On a site visit to the Beato Convent on 18th November 2019, Group 1 of the Interpretative Centre 

of Marvila and Beato found a set of unknown decorated grottos in the exterior of the Convent’s 

church. The place shows signs of having been enclosed by a warehouse belonging to the cereal 

mill that existed here, as rudimentary roofing and brick are still visible around the grottos.  

 

The set consists of five grottos carved in the cliff wall, and heavily decorated in what appears to 

be a mosaic of pebbles and fragments of decorated tiles. 

 

Further readings on this subject uncovered the existence of a place of popular worship and 

leisure associated with the Convent, named the Embrechado (technique of decorating garden 

grottos in mosaic). The Alameda do Beato, leading up to the Convent’s church, was a popular 

place for leisurely walks referred to by known 19th century authors.61 However, references from 

the 18th century emerged also, then as exclusively a place of worship. Local testimonies also 

recall popular processions still held near the site in the 20th century.  

 

Other references found were: 

- In an 1888 book about religious orders in Portugal, the Embrechado is said to be a popular site 

of leisure and worship, where the holy man Beato António was popularly rumoured to have 

lived. The decline is said to have begun with the extinction of the Convent and the factories that 

were built on site.62 

- In 1862, the popular magazine Archivo Pittoresco describes the Embrechado as a well-known 

place people would visit in special times of the year, some out of “devotion” to Beato António’s 

“little chapels”, others to admire the beautiful mosaics.63  

- In a 1815 Portuguese edition of La Fontaine’s fables, the author jokingly states, on a footnote, 

that he would not have to explain what the Louvre was, as his readers would know it so well as 

he did the Beato’s Embrechados – proving widespread familiarity with the location.64  

- A 1763 vignette is listed at a miscellanea of Coimbra’s University, saying that it is dedicated to “all 

those devoted to Her Lady of Salvation […], which is worshiped at Beato António’s embrechado”.65 

 

The Centre’s team will continue to gather information in order to formally make a request to 

the DGPC (national Cultural Heritage authority) for the registration, in the Beato Convent 

inventory of classification as a Building of Public Interest (1984), the existence of these grottos 

as a place of popular devotion and pilgrimage since at least 1763, upholding their rehabilitation 

and conservation. (6 photos) 

 

 
61 As seen in VIDAL, Angelina – Lisboa Antiga e Lisboa Moderna, 2nd ed. Lisboa: Vega, 1994 (1st ed. 1900), p. 265 and 
CONSIGLIERI, Carlos et al…, 1993, p. 73. 
62 BRANCO, Manuel Bernardes – Historia das Ordens Monásticas em Portugal, vol.1. Lisboa: Tavares Cardoso e irmão, 
1888, pp. 85-89. 
63 Archivo Pittoresco, tomo v, 1862, p. 249. 
64 NASCIMENTO, Francisco Manoel do – Fábulas Escolhidas entre as de J. La Fontaine. Tomo I, 1815, p. 21, f.n. 2. 
65 Catálogo da Colecção de Miscelâneas. Coimbra: Publicações da Biblioteca Geral da Universidade, tomo 5.º, 1971, 

pp. 279-280. 
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Alameda do Beato: Embrechados, 2019. Photos by the author. 

 


